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Introduction
The fourth examination for Unit 4 showed both some positive developments and also some
continuing weaknesses that need to be addressed by centres. The four central messages to
concentrate on in order to improve are:

•

Focus - on the title set in the exam

•

Criteria - set to select and justify case studies

•

Evidence - to support generalised points

•

Style - report not essay

The pre-release focus and actual exam paper clearly identifies the need for a report style
product and this was seen in the vast majority of responses. There were still varying levels
of success at a methodology and ongoing referencing. The importance of identifying and
following the command words in the actual title set in the exam should be stressed to
candidates. It didn’t matter how well selected the case study information was, or how
appropriate the conceptual models were, accessing high marks in Analysis, Application and
Understanding, and Conclusions and Evaluation was not possible, if the actual command
words given in the exam were not accurately addressed:
1. Assess the relative importance
2. To what extent
3. Assess the extent
4. Assess the extent to which
5. Assess the extent
6. Discuss the criteria
It was pleasing to see a greater spread of choices in the options studied by students, with
the biggest increase in option 4 on Cultural Diversity.
Scanned scripts by option:
1. 2985
2. 567
3. 850
4. 448
5. 422
6. 305
Un-named choices
99
There was some evidence that centres are using AS topics to support Unit 4: such as Unit
1 globalisation and Unit 2 rebranding for Q4, Crowded Coasts fieldwork for Q6. Unit 3
concepts from Biodiversity under Threat also showcased in Q6 with the 'Red List'.
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General points

•

It was pleasing to see a lot of recent/topical case study material being showcased,
in especially Options 1, 3, 4 and 5.

•

Most candidates had a plan to work from, although no credit is given to this in the
generic mark scheme now that the examination is ‘bedded in’.  

•

Most also had some sort of methodology – usually found between D and R sections.
Unfortunately for those who failed to produce any sort of methodology, it meant despite
a range of accurate case studies and concepts they could not access the top level of
Research and Methodology. Some wrote too generally, and a sizeable number wrote
more than 2 pages which is far too long in the time scale available.

•

Tables may help sort out ideas, but often involve a lot of repetition and so often a short
piece of prose is better, using key vocabulary such as: reliability, topical, bias, cross
referenced, peer reviewed....There is no one way to create a methodology, candidates
must try what they feel is best practice personally, to keep the flow and speed of their
own writing-style going.

•

Report style is well embedded now, although there were still too many essays,
restricting access to top levels in Quality of Written Communication. Sourcing/
Referencing was common and varied from very professional footnotes to the use
of brackets after statements or quotes. A significant number provided an extended
methodology with reference to sources but then failed to link this in their main body of
work.

•

Diagrams were seen in all options, often well labelled and with scales or customised to
a particular case study.

•

The majority included ongoing evaluation - sometimes under very obvious sub
headings.

•

Timing proved an issue for only a minority, usually because of too long spent on the
plan, introduction and methodology

However:
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•

Full marks for the Introduction were rarely gained because of a lack of one or more
of these three aspects: a focus on the title, supporting accurate definitions; and
then a short justification of the framework chosen. Writing down the key foci of, for
example, food insecurity, magnitude, health risk, criteria etc, seemed to correlate
with students who then actually went on to write about them, suggesting this helps in
focusing and sharpening their answers.

•

Methodologies are more often than not, either over done with far too much detail and
sources discussed, or underdone with some general statements about source selection.
The best candidates name three or four specific sources as examples, and make a
positive comment on why they are reliable and how they are used in the report, usually
writing this in less than one side of paper.

•

Various models were provided, for example, Park's, Degg's, carrying capacity, Kuznet
curve, but these were not always fully/correctly labelled or applied in the report.

•

Supporting evidence is essential for all options, including Q4. Some candidates
provide few facts or figures.

•

Many, especially in Q1 drew a lot of irrelevant and time consuming diagrams of plate
margins, or in Q2, drew detailed cross sections of different types of permafrost without
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linking this to landscape/landform.

•

Centres putting the time and effort into fieldwork need to stress how this can be
applied to a report, since primary data can be credited.

•

Candidates would benefit from even more practice on creating conclusions. They need
to recap and group their case studies or main report sections for their conclusions to
be highly credible. Many candidates continue to make general, broad or even vague
statements such as “physical factors are most significant” without any attempt to justify
or relate back to the main body of the report.

•

QWC: Spelling errors are still a feature of many candidates reports - especially
geographical terminology - there is really no excuse at A2 for “ volcanoe” or “pingu”!
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Question 1
Assess the relative importance of physical and human factors in determining the
severity of tectonic hazard impacts.
Pre release focus: Research contrasting locations to draw out the scale of impacts from
tectonic hazards and disasters.
Strengths seen in answers
Framework:

•

Many chose to select a range of case studies to assess different physical factors and
another set to assess human ones, and the relative importance within each set. This
often led to a narrative style, loss of question focus, and a lacking in balance or any
real evaluation

•

Best understood were 'magnitude' and 'level of development', but there was some
confusion over the implications of 'population density'.

•

Those assessing the physical versus human factors within each case study tended to
write the more successful reports

•

Many used the risk equation or plate boundaries as their report framework successfully,
but only better candidates considered intraplate activity.

•

Better candidates identified primary, secondary and even tertiary hazards, such as
Cholera in Haiti interrupting the pace of recovery according to Park's model.

Case studies:
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•

Well learnt case studies featured and many referred to recent events eg. Iceland, Haiti,
New Zealand, Spain and Japan. This worked really well when linked to different plate
boundaries.

•

This does suggest that candidates are keeping up to date with world events and
accessing a range of data sources; newspapers and TV news/documentaries featured
strongly in the sources.

•

Many tried contrasting case studies: The Boxing Day 2004 Tsunami was often well
compared to the recent Japanese 2011 disaster by looking at the factors of similar
magnitude but showing a development perspective.

•

Many did recognise that human factors can mitigate physical factors, but few were then
able to point out that there are limitations to this and that even the most sophisticated
and prepared country can be overwhelmed by an event if the magnitude is sufficiently
high e.g. Japan 2011.

•

Most reports used diagrams well, although some candidates focused too much on a
description of plate boundaries and drawing cross-sections of them which prevented
them from focusing fully on the actual question. Maps of different parts of the world
didn’t tend to be useful in this question.

•

Only the top candidates really tackled the complexity of the question. They were able
to say that no single factor can be isolated and it is a synchronistic range of factors
which influence the severity of disasters, making it almost impossible to say whether
physical or human factors are more significant. Moreover it is heavily dependent on the
circumstances of the individual disaster.
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Weaknesses seen in answers

•

The main weakness was a lack of assessment of the relative importance of factors
involved. Few students set criteria to assess severity of impact, apart from vague
mentions of death and property damage. Richter and VEI scales were quite popular, but
rarely was the SIEBERG – AMBRASEY INTENSITY scale or Mercalli Index used.

•

Too often Model were described but not developed for structure or analysis. Park's Model
and Degg's model and the risk equation were too often introduced only to be abandoned
undeveloped.

•

An unnecessary overview of tectonic theory, even Wegener’s theories, rather than clear
definitions.

•

Many concentrated on just earthquakes, hence limiting the marks for range in research
and methodology.

•

It was a shame that few used fieldwork research effectively, as it was apparent many
students had visited Iceland, but the information given could have been obtained from
secondary sources in terms of what was presented.

•

Case studies of Nevado Del Ruiz/Mt Pinatubo/Northridge /Mt St Helens/ Kobe are still
popular, but used with little accuracy or in an over simplistic /descriptive way. Some
chose less relevant case studies for comparison, for example, the recent Spanish
earthquake was described as unpredicted so produced very severe impacts (yet in
reality there were relatively low impacts) compared to Pinatubo’s eruption which was
judged to be less severe because it was predicted (yet in reality there were relatively
low impacts).

•

Some candidates misunderstood the title and just spoke about the human and physical
impacts relating from the tectonic hazards.

This introduction was a solid attempt to get full marks.
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Examiner Comments

Achieving 7/10, this had some focus by using the
Degg model and risk equation on severity, some
accurate definitions, and had a basic framework.

Examiner Tip

To get 10/10 set up specific criteria related to the
title, here on severity of impact, and ensure a fuller
framework is given justifying case studies to be used.
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This candidate used models throughout the report, which helps access marks in research
and Application.
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Examiner Comments

The Tearfund ‘crunch model’ was carefully used to fit the
title on physical and human factors. The Park model was
used later in the report to evaluate two key case studies.

Examiner Tip

Title, scales, axes, and big and bold are critical
aspects of successful diagrams.
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Question 2
To what extent do periglacial processes produce distinctive landforms and
landscapes?
Pre release focus:

•

Explore the variety of periglacial processes and their characteristic landforms and
landscapes.

•

Research a range of relict and present locations which show evidence of periglacial
processes

•

Most candidates displayed a sound knowledge of periglacial processes and could explain
a range of resulting landforms. Terminology was often very good and there were many
diagrams. However, candidates rarely progressed to a consideration of landscapes,
although those using block diagrams often made this leap.

•

Many candidates were very descriptive, reciting process knowledge, although often with
great accuracy. One weakness was that many candidates thought that scree/freeze
thaw weathering and solifluction was unique to periglacial environments, but better
candidates identified that only gelifluction was unique. Some processes such as nivation
were rarely mentioned. Some rather vague definitions appeared in introductions,
particularly for periglacial, and many had rote learnt facts without being able to apply
them effectively. Some wrote excessively about tor formation.

•

As soon as they started addressing the ‘distinctive’ aspect of the title, candidates'
analysis marks improved significantly.

•

Ideas as to “distinctive” varied. Most simply settled for a range of periglacial features.
The best successfully used the concepts of uniqueness and scale, and tackled the less
obvious aspects (eg. post-glacial erosion, human impact) and sometimes were aware of
the possibility of unrelated processes creating similar landforms.

•
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Understanding of the concept of ‘equifinality’ was varied however.

•

The top level candidates were able to make that overview of glaciation per se and put
periglaciation into context.

•

Referencing was mostly very good and stuck to tried and tested textbooks, Geofiles
and journals. The range of case studies reflected this fact with significant focus on
northern Canada (McKenzie Delta), Greenland and the UK (for relict). Some had found
higher level research papers on landscapes of Copper River in Alaska successfully. Other
popular examples were: thermokarst in the Alps, loess in China, and the Cairngorms
(for past above and below ground processes and currently only above ground). Only
better candidates discussed the landscapes however, rather than, for example, discrete
examples of a pingo. Few really made constructive use of fieldwork visits to places like
Iceland or the Alps or even relict areas of the UK.

•

Overall, candidates’ appreciation of geological time seemed weak, and whilst it was not
imperative to refer to the timeline in this report, better candidates certainly referred to
formation in the Pleistocene era, or, the Little Ice Age in the 1300s, which supported
their explanations when discussing the impact of weathering and denudation on the
landscapes.

•

Diagrams of varying quality were quite common in these reports, such as the formation
of ice wedges, frost heave, stone circles etc., while diagrams of pingos were often less
useful due to the detail required. Some candidates became distracted with glacial and/or
fluvioglacial processes and landforms such as outwash plains and Aeolian loess deposits,
without explaining their less distinctive role.
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Block diagrams are in fact surprisingly easy to learn with practice, and can add a real 3d
depth to answers.

Examiner Comments

Here is an example of a periglacial landscape diagram
produced by a script that eventually got a very high
score.
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Ongoing sub conclusions and a final end statement are needed for top marks. This
candidate achieved 14/15.
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Examiner Comments

A diagram like this helped clearly sort out the ideas of
distinctive/not distinctive, and when supported by prose
is a useful technique.

Examiner Tip

Adding some place names and a scale, would have linked the idea
of landform assemblages creating landscapes. Perhaps the ones that
were distinctive as opposed to not distinctive could have been added
via a key.
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Question 3
Assess the extent to which desertification is a major contributor to food insecurity.
Pre release focus:

•

Explore the processes leading to food insecurity, including desertification.

•

Research contrasting locations which show food insecurities, making particular
reference to drylands.

•

There were many excellent reports in answer to this question, with a range of case
studies used to assess the role of desertification in food insecurity.

•

The question is potentially broad, but the best candidates began with a clear focus i.e.
what is desertification, how it leads to food insecurity and what other processes would
be examined to assess its relative contribution. Far too many candidates just listed the
processes leading to food insecurity they would assess without forming an argument. A
large proportion of candidates said in their Introduction that this is what their report
was going to do but then did something else. Once locked into debating food insecurity,
many responses identified and assessed different factors that caused insecurity without
considering the role of desertification amongst them.

•

However, most candidates defined the key terms clearly and most were able to source
these. Quantification of food insecurity was a feature of the best answers, such as using
the Global hunger Index and Maplecroft Index. These attempted to rank the importance
of the different processes. Words like ‘root’, ‘direct’, primary, secondary were very useful
here. Far too many candidates just said countries were food insecure, without providing
evidence.

•

Candidates often created a discussion between factors that linked to desertification
and factors that weren’t, this created a balanced approach that was well considered.
However, many wrote reports that answered the question “Assess the factors causing
food insecurity in different world areas”, without addressing desertification in depth.

•

Nevertheless, appropriate areas were examined; countries in the Horn of Africa,
Australia, China, Mongolia were frequently quoted and there is good political
understanding amongst candidates in relation to the current situations in Darfur,
Somalia, Kenya and Zimbabwe.

•

Popular case studies were the Gobi desert, Aral Sea, Sahel, Zimbabwe, Haiti, China
(rise of NIC). Less successfully used were Spain, California and Australia which although
may have local pockets of food insecurity have far greater implications for their export
markets if they suffer from reduced food output from desertification.

•

A large number of candidates discussed the 1930’s Dust Bowl in the USA, which
although served to make a point, when accurately used, could have been replaced
with more up-to-date events. Deforestation, salinisation, drought, poverty, and overgrazing were popular factors to discuss, but the role of climate change was often not
well understood, and often muddled with the role that desertification has in changing an
area’s climate.

•

Malthus and Boserup when well used were linked specifically to case studies such as the
Sahel and annotated to illustrate potential crisis or checks.
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Knowing why you are using a case study is essential

Examiner Comments

On going evaluation helps access to higher levels in
Analysis and Conclusions.

Examiner Tip

Make your sub conclusions obvious like this example.
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Question 4
Assess the extent to which globalisation is having a negative impact on cultural
diversity.
Pre release focus:

•

Explore the concept of cultural diversity and varying views about globalisation‘s impact
on cultures and their diversity.

•

Research the contrasting influences of globalisation on cultural diversity at a range of
locations and scales

•

This question elicited an outstanding range in case study material, with many original,
unpublished sources used. The use of fieldwork was outstanding, and certainly where
students had gone around their local Chinatown or even clone towns, a greater
understanding was shown. There was some excellent use of topical events, such as
Cameron’s speech on multiculturalism earlier this year as an example of changing
viewpoints, and even the Royal Wedding. However, although often very good range was
shown the examples were often too ‘snapshot’, often with no supporting facts or figures.
If fieldwork is carried-out prove it!

•

Introductions were clear although some of the weaker candidates put too much focus on
defining globalisation and culture and not cultural diversity.

•

The stronger responses followed through on their methodology and came up with some
interesting information. Theory and perspectives were usually secure, and the case
studies were tailored towards expressing different viewpoints on globalisation/cultural
diversity. Students were very effective at developing a flowing, balanced argument
here, with examples of positive and negative impacts, and areas where there was little
impact at all. A significant number of students based their frameworks around the
hyperglobalist view, the sceptics and the transformalists. Huxley and Ritzer featured.
Others structured their answers by themes, such as media, migration, etc

•

McDonaldisation and Bollywood featured heavily as might be expected. Vocabulary was
often well developed such as good use of glocalisation.

The use of fieldwork
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Examiner Comments

This is a well written section drawing together the
main focus of the effects of globalisation at a large
and local scale. Excellent use of fieldwork.

Examiner Tip

Support as many statements as possible by some evidence such as
statistics, place names. If fieldwork is carried out prove it by giving
actual place names, statistics...
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Question 5
Assess the extent to which health risks can be related to geographical features
Pre release focus:

•

Explore how far health risks can be linked to factors such as transport, environment
and others.

•

Research the links between different types of health risks and human and physical
features at a range of locations

•

The main issue here was what the command word “assess” meant, since many wrote all
they knew about health risks.

•

The meaning of the term “geographical features” seemed to cause concern, although
better ones correctly identified and classified as ‘physical/environmental’ and ‘human’.

•

Some used factors as well as features, picking up one of the terms in the pre release
and determined to use it. A catholic approach to features was used when marking this
question to accommodate students who had gone down this track.

Case studies:

•

Some used appropriate exemplars to illustrate how diseases related to features with
better ones arguing human features often outweighed physical or vice versa and used
good exemplars such as malaria in Africa; HIV and skin cancer. Cholera, Swine flu,
TB, and diseases associated with lifestyle such as related to obesity were also popular.
Features ranged from the ozone layer, shanty towns, polluted rivers, the ‘Road of Death’
in China, to asbestos mining areas and ageing populations. Many linked malaria to
climate for example but there was a lack of knowledge that many places with a similar
climate do not now experience malaria, e.g. Italy where more died in WW2 of the
disease than of the war. Equally, cholera was often linked to climate when of course
polluted water is possible in any climate, as those familar with the history of John Snow
pointed out.

•

Appropriate geographical terminology was thinly used such as: degenerative, pandemic
and prevalence. A few used appropriate models to explain patterns such as the diffusion
model or Kuznet curve model.

•

The Health Map, from Whiteread and Dahlgren published in The Lancet in 1991 was also
used effectively since it shows direct and indirect influences on health risk
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This was given 8/10 for an introduction - almost top level
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Examiner Comments

There was some attempt at deciding what a
geographical feature was here, with the case studies
to be developed labelled on the model.

Examiner Tip

If models are used, ensure they are adapted to fit the precise
question.
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Question 6
Discuss the criteria that might be used to measure the significance and fragility of
rural landscapes used for leisure and tourism.
Pre release focus:

•

Explore a variety of measures to assess significance and fragility such as environmental
and ecological value and nature and intensity of use.

•

Research a range of rural locations deemed to be of high value and under threat from
leisure and tourism.

Several aspects needed to be deconstructed for this question to be answered at a high
level:
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•

‘Criteria’ was designed to focus students on qualitative and quantitative methods, with
varying success. Few actually quoted valid measures as asked in the pre- release, and
although a few managed to come up with qualitative indicators of the significance/
fragility of rural landscapes, few considered quantitative methods such as Simpson's
diversity Index

•

The ‘significance’ was not always reinforced e.g. National Park or UNESCO World
Heritage status may have been referred to but not always developed. Better candidates
discussed economic, cultural and ecological significance. ‘Fragility’ was often seen in
terms of carrying capacity and/or resilience models. Some went as far as discussing
VIM, VAMP, VERP, ROS, and LAC.

•

Some personalised models according to their choice of case studies. The pleasure
periphery was sometimes quoted in the Introduction as a means of showing how
rural areas are becoming more accessible for leisure and tourism. A few used Butler
to showcase how leisure and tourism has grown and how a fragile environment could
be destroyed or managed to increase visitor usage. Some placed their case studies
effectively along a wilderness continuum to highlight the range of case studies they
would use – to justify a varied range.

•

Prosser’s carrying capacity and Trudgill’s resilience models were introduced but it was
very variable in terms of how they were applied to case studies .

•

Popular case studies were: Galapagos, Machu Picchu, Cairngorms, Antarctica,
Yellowstone, various African reserves and Ecotourism destinations. Unfortunately many
chose the Great Barrier reef – not considered a rural landscape.

•

Some candidates used their fieldwork to link in with the question, with some considering
honeypots and zoning within their chosen rural area in terms of management styles.

•

The important thing here is to select information from fieldwork (or secondary research
of course) to support the title. For example, candidates using fieldwork in the coastal
sand dunes referred to quadrat analysis but really did not go on to give examples of
results found and what significance the quadrats illustrated in terms of rarity of flora
(and fauna). EIAs were popular, and often well explained in the context of real or virtual
fieldwork.
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This candidate did not understand the focus of the question, and progressively went off
track in the report despite obvious good research on the topic. Impacts of leisure and
tourism became the focus, rather than the pros and cons of how to measure them.
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Examiner Comments

Only 8/15 was given to this report for Conclusions,
because although it was meaningful to the report, it
did not really answer the question.

Examiner Tip

Keep refering back to the words in the title within the text of your answer.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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